
GET ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS 
ON KEY RETAIL OUTLETS
Channel your sales team's efforts on 
servicing the outlets that matter, in 
these uncertain times

BIZOM EAGLE EYE



THE CHALLENGE
During this time of lockdown, 

supply chains all over the world 

are broken. While governments 

everywhere are doing their best 

to ensure uninterrupted flow of 

essentials and goods, most  

retailers globally, still failed to 

meet the consumer demand.

The last ones standing are our 

local mom and pop shops, or 

as we dearly call them in India 

The Kirana stores

Kiranas in India like our dear 

Subbu’s store became the clear 

emerging heroes. Catering to 

millions of Indians, they went to 

great lengths to ensure 

customers always got their 

essentials, if not their favorite 

brand, an equivalent regional 

player who distributed.

The important question becomes, 

How can CPG and FMCG brands 

identify more Subbus’ from their 

outlet universe? In a time when 

their entire sales teams work from 

home, how can CPG and FMCG 

brands identify the Retailers who 

truly matter? The ones who are 

open and catering to the increasing 

customer demand in these times. 

More importantly, how can brands 

identify which SKUs these retailers 

are able to sell the most?
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ENTER BIZOM EAGLE EYE
At Bizom, our focus has always 

been towards building 

innovative products to meet the 

current supply chain demands. 

From our 5Mn+ retailers 

onboard and the best practices 

from 350+ customers,  we 

learnt that now is when our 

customers need a new and 

improved Eagle Eye the most.
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Eagle Eye provides near real-time 

intelligence on which of your 

retailers are most active during 

these times. 

What’s more?  It also analyses your 

outlet universe with all the retailers 

on Bizom to identify heatmaps of 

regions that should be your primary 

focus for orders, fulfillment and 

budget benefits for distributors.



WHY EAGLE EYE?
Go contactless. Find out which 

retailers in your universe are most 
likely open and have demand

Have a city-wise understanding of 
market hot spots at a granularity 

level of 2*2 km grids

Works best with Bizom Retailer 
App. Identify which outlets to 

onboard on priority

Helps prioritize orders, fulfillment, 
direct benefit transfer and 

schemes to retailers at hot spots



Free Demo

MAXIMIZE YOUR SALES 
FORCE PRODUCTIVITY AND 
SUPPLY CHAIN EFICIENCY 
Register for Eagle Eye Demo Today
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